OrCam MyPro Voice Commands
Voice Command Overview:

Double-tap on the touch-bar; after the beep, say one of the commands
below. Some of the commands will refer you to the settings menu. When
in the menu, select the requested item by touching or swiping the touch
bar. Vocal commands are available only when system language is English
Reading:

MyPro Voice Commands:
Help Commands:

“help general”.
“help tell”.
“help settings”.
“help smart reading”.

Tell Commands:

“tell the date”.
“tell the time”.
“tell the battery status”.
“tell the device serial number”.
“tell the build”.

Settings Commands:

“enter user menu”.
“volume up”.
“volume down”.
“reading speed up”.
“reading speed down”.
“change the voice”.
“change the auto suspend time”.
“enable reading navigation”.
“disable reading navigation”.
“read the QR code”.
“enable the auto flash”.
“disable the auto flash”.
“connect to the Bluetooth audio device”.
“check the internet connectivity”.

Face Recognition Commands:
“set face recognition to manual”.
“set face recognition to auto”.
“change face repetition time”.
“disable face recognition”.

Smart Reading Commands:

“smart reading”. This starts the smart reading feature.
“exit”. This exits the smart reading feature.
“help”. Lists all possible commands for smart reading.
“read everything”. Reads everything in view.
“start from X”. Finds first instance of the word and reads to the end of the
sentence.
“jump to X”. Finds first instance of the word and reads to the end of the
sentence.
“read the dates”. Reads every date found in the text.
“read the phone numbers”. Reads every phone number found in the text.
“read the amounts”. Reads every currency amount found in the text
(£,$,€,¥).
“previous”. Read the previous instance.
“next”. Read the next instance.
“repeat” Repeat the last sentence.
“read the headlines”. Finds all the headlines in the text and lists them
from 1 to 10.
“read article number X”. (X is 1 to 10). Reads the requested article after
reading the headlines.
“read the first article”. Same as read article number, but can be first, up to
tenth instead.
“read the article about X”. Finds and reads the article containing the word
you requested.
“restart” re-captures text without having to exit and re-start smart reading.
“volume up”. Increases the devices volume.
“volume down”. Decreases the devices volume.
“reading speed up” Increases the reading speed.
“reading speed down”. Decreases the reading speed.

Orientation Commands – Beta:
“what’s in front of me”.
“exit”.

If you have any questions or require any further training or support please
call VisionAid on 01775 711 977 or email hello@visionaid.co.uk

